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HEARING DAY 21

Cameco Corporation: Application for a licence to2

operate the Rabbit Lake Operation3

The first day of the public4

hearing on this application was August 9th.  The5

public was invited to participate, either by oral6

presentation or written submission on Hearing7

Day 2.8

September 4th was the deadline set9

for filing by intervenors.  The Notice of Public10

Hearing 2001-H-9 was published on June 4, 2001. 11

Commission Members present for Day 1 of that12

hearing included Mr. Graham, Dr. Giroux, Dr.13

Barnes and myself.  Ms MacLachlan was absent.  As14

such Ms MacLachlan will participate in the15

question period today, but she will not16

participate in the decision.17

Presentations were made on Day 118

by both the applicant, Cameco Corporation, under19

CMD documents H20.1, H20.1A and by Commission20

staff under CMD H20.  The applicant has provided21

supplementary information as documented in H20.1B.22

Now I will call on Mr. Jarrell for23

comments and to start the presentation by Cameco24

Corporation.25
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01-H20.1B1

Oral presentation by Cameco Corporation2

MR. CHAD:  Good morning, Madam3

Chair, Members of the Commission.  I am Gary Chad,4

Senior Vice President, Law and Regulatory Affairs5

and Corporate Secretary of Cameco Corporation, the6

applicant.7

I am here today in support of8

Cameco's application for a licence to operate the9

Rabbit Lake Operation.10

With me is John Jarrell, our Vice11

President of Environment and Safety, and Mark12

Wittrup, our Director of Environment.13

We are here to answer any14

questions the Commission may have, however before15

we do so we thought it might be useful for the16

Commission to receive some background information17

from Cameco on the Link Lake drainage system in18

light of intervenor comments received.19

With the leave of the Commission,20

I would like to ask Mr. Jarrell to present21

supplementary information on the Link Lake22

drainage system.23

MR. JARRELL:  Thank you.24

For the transcript record my name25
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is John Jarrell and I am Vice President of1

Environment and Safety.  As Gary mentioned, the2

purpose of this presentation is to provide the3

Commission with some background information on the4

Link Lake drainage system at the Rabbit Lake Mine5

site since this is the area of the site which6

received the most attention in intervenor comments7

arising from the Day 1 hearings held on August the8

9th.9

To my knowledge this issue has not10

been outlined to the Commission or its predecessor11

board.12

I don't propose to address the13

intervenor questions directly, but rather provide14

some background information and, of course, answer15

any questions that the Commission may have on this16

matter or any other Rabbit Lake matters.17

This slide provides a sense of the18

relative size and location of the Link Lake19

drainage system.  It's a bit busy, but I will use20

the mouse here to point where the Link Lake21

systems are.22

There are these two lakes which23

the mouse shows right here.  There is Upper Link24

Lake, Lower Link Lake that discharges into Pow Bay25
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of Wollaston Lake which is shown right here.  This1

is sort of the regional monitoring station, this2

1.5 here.3

The Rabbit Lake Pit itself is this4

sort of white area right in here.  The Rabbit Lake5

Mill is here.  So this is the drainage area of6

concern.  It's sort of in the centre of the site7

as you can see.8

The Rabbit Lake drainage system9

occupies an area of about 11 square kilometres. 10

It originally contained three lakes one called11

Rabbit Lake, obviously, which was about 4012

hectares in size, and the Upper Link Lake and13

Lower Link Lake, both of which are about 2314

hectares in size.15

Rabbit Lake itself was drained16

over the period 1972 through 1974 to allow access17

to the orebody that was partially formed18

underneath Rabbit Lake.  A main drainage channel19

was constructed to facilitate flow from Rabbit20

Lake into Upper Link Lake, but prior to discharge21

a sedimentation dam was constructed at the lower22

end of Upper Link Lake -- this location right23

here.  The purpose of that was to minimize the24

potential for sediment transport further25
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downstream.1

In addition, there was two2

drainage ditches north and south of Rabbit Lake3

Pit that were constructed, the first to divert4

water from the waste rock piles and lake sediments5

north of the Rabbit Lake Pit, and the second to6

divert flow from the mill ore storage area south7

of Rabbit Lake.  These two ditches entered Upper8

Link Lake.9

Upper Link Lake itself is the10

focal point of the topic at hand.  From our11

perspective this issue centres on what can and12

should be done during decommissioning of this area13

of the site.  It is not a case, I think, of the14

current impact that this site has on Wollaston15

Lake proper.16

The picture shown here is the17

discharge of the Rabbit Lake drainage basin, where18

it exists Lower Link Lake and enters Wollaston 19

Lake.  Upper Link Lake itself is a fairly small20

lake.  It's about 305,000 cubic metres of water. 21

Its water level has been artificially raised by22

about one metre above its natural level due to the23

sedimentation dam, as I just mentioned.  It's a24

shallow lake and it comes close to freezing to the25
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bottom in the winter.1

Our studies into how to 2

decommission began in the early 1980s.  One of the3

main drivers of these studies was the observation4

that significant, natural attenuation of the5

contaminates, uranium and radium, was taking place6

between Upper Link Lake and Lower Link Lake.  Even7

factoring in additional dilution as water travels8

down through the drainage basin, uranium and9

radium are removed in the bog area between the two10

lakes which is shown in this picture.11

There are no other significant12

contaminants in this water.  It has very low metal13

content so the issue here is essentially one of14

uranium and radium.15

Following deposition of mine16

slimes early in the mine life of the Rabbit Lake17

Mine, and some early investigation into the18

problem, two steps were taken to reduce the impact19

of this on the Rabbit Lake drainage system.20

First of all, in 1984 diversion21

ditches were constructed to divert runoff from the22

mill and/or storage areas for use or treatment in23

the mill and effluent treatment systems thereby24

diverting it from the Link Lakes system.  In 1997,25
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the north drainage ditch was diverted to the1

in-pit tailings facility as well.2

This picture shows the discharge3

where it enters Pow Bay of Wollaston Lake. 4

Investigations have shown that the delta of5

sediments which formed at the head-end of Upper6

Link Lake are the primary source of contaminants7

picked up as water flows through Upper Link Lake. 8

About 3.8 hectares of this five-hectare delta have9

been revegetated with aquatic plants.10

Poor water studies indicate that11

an area of about 1.8 hectares of this delta, or12

18,000 square meters, may be responsible for about13

30 per cent of the overall contaminant load from14

the delta sediments into the water.  This area15

centres along the intersection between the16

vegetated area and the submerged portion of the17

delta.  It's often called the "ice cower zone". 18

It's shallow enough that vegetation really can't19

root in this area.20

In essence sediments and slime in21

the lake act as a source of radium into the water22

whereas the Link Lake system itself proper is23

actually a sink for uranium with some24

supplementary radium removal as well.25
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The conceptual decommissioning1

plan for this system assumes that the more2

problematic sediments are excavated and relocated3

into the Rabbit Lake pit.  This picture is taken4

from the sedimentation dam towards the delta which5

is at the front end of the system.6

In 1986, a consultation study7

looked at number of options to decommission the8

system, including sediment drainage, water9

treatment and diversion into surrounding bogs to10

promote natural removal of uranium and radium.11

In 1988, an alternative biological12

polishing method was considered using attached13

charophyte algae, nitella flexes, known for its14

affinity for radium.  About 12 tonnes of this15

material, this nitella biomass, was transplanted16

from Lower to Upper Link Lake in 1989 to determine17

its growth characteristics and to see if it had18

any impact on radium concentrations in the lake.19

It would be fair to say that this20

work has generated mixed results.  On the one hand21

the proposed ecological approach to restoration22

was essentially an attempt to optimize what will23

take place naturally.  On the other hand, large24

scale reductions in radium concentrations have not25
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yet been proven.1

As shown in this table there is a2

reduction in uranium concentrations as water flows3

out of Upper Link Lake, which is ULL in this4

table, to Lower Link Lake, which is LLL, in this5

table.6

With very low concentrations in7

Pow Bay this BAD refers to the dam between the two8

lakes that I mentioned previously -- or this bog9

area, I should say.10

There are resident time and11

averaging issues, obviously, in comparing annual12

averages and monthly results, but it seems clear13

that uranium levels are dropping in response to14

the 1997 diversion effects and a relatively15

consistent decreasing concentration profile is16

evident as water flows through the system.17

It will be interesting to see if18

this reducing trend continues over the next few19

years.  As expected the Link Lake system does not20

yield measurable impact on the larger lake as21

measured in the middle of Pow Bay.22

This table shows similar data for23

radium-226 concentrations.  Again, a decreasing24

trend is evident as water flows through the system25
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meeting Saskatchewan surface water quality1

objective of 0.11 becquerels per litre where the2

water enters Wollaston Lake.3

For further reference, the mill4

effluent discharge criteria is 0.37 becquerels per5

litre just to give you a sense of the relative6

number.  Again, there is no measurable impact on7

Pow Bay as we would expect.8

In reviewing this data, it should9

be borne in mind that the loadings of contaminants10

have dropped despite relatively stable11

concentrations.  In fact, the stability, I12

believe, supports the view that the Link Lake13

system is both a source and sink for radium.14

Both myself and Mark Wittrup are15

here today to answer any questions you may have,16

either about this presentation, intervenor17

comments, or any other issues you wish to discuss18

either now or later in the proceedings.19

Thank you for your attention.20

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Does that21

conclude the presentation by the applicant?22

MR. CHARD:  Yes, it does.23

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you very24

much.25
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With the permission of the1

Commission Members, I would like to turn to the2

CNSC staff for their comments before I open the3

floor for questions.4

Mr. Pereira.5

MR. PEREIRA:  Good morning, Madam6

Chair, Members of the Commission.7

My name is Ken Pereira. I am the8

Director General of the Directorate of Fuel Cycle9

and Materials Regulation.10

The Cameco Corporation has applied11

for a Uranium Mine Operating Licence for the12

Rabbit Lake Operation.  Under this licence, the13

Rabbit Lake Operation will begin underground14

mining again utilizing two mining methods.15

CNSC staff has committed to16

increased inspections during the introduction of17

the new mining method.  At the Day 1 hearing held18

in August, 2001 CNSC staff presented CMD 01-H20. 19

It identified the scope of activities to be20

covered under the licence as well as CNSC staff's21

evaluation of the company's policies, programs and22

performance.23

Staff recommended that an24

operating licence be issued for a two-year term. 25
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Staff received and reviewed two intervenor CMDs1

that were submitted for this hearing.  One from2

Ms Shiell, and the other from Mr. Adamson.3

CNSC staff do not have any4

additional information to present to the5

Commission over and above what was presented at6

the hearing in August.7

CNSC staff is available to respond8

to any further questions the Commissioners may9

have at this time.10

THE CHAIRPERSON:  I will now open11

the floor for questions from the Commission12

Members with regards the presentation by the13

applicant and the remarks by the staff in this14

regard.15

Are there any comments or16

questions at this time?17

Dr. Giroux.18

MEMBER GIROUX:  One question19

concerning the ice lenses in the tailing deposits. 20

This was discussed at the August meeting.  I would21

like to know if you have made any progress in your22

attempts to melt the ice lenses.23

MR. JARRELL:  Not since August,24

Dr. Giroux.  The mill has been shut down.  What we25
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have done is actually just a few weeks ago we1

finished another drilling program to investigate2

the presence or absence of lenses, but we haven't3

had a chance yet to assess that data.4

It would appear that the next sort5

of action, as we see it, is we essentially want to6

make a proposal and when we restart the Rabbit7

Lake Mill to continue the injection.  So there8

will be more information forthcoming, but probably9

the assessment of the data that we collected a few10

months ago will probably occur sometime this fall.11

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Dr. Barnes.12

MEMBER BARNES:  Remind again how13

deep is Upper Link Lake?14

MR. JARRELL:  I think on average15

it's probably about one and a half metres.  I16

think my recollection is it's three meters, I17

think, at its maximum depth.18

MEMBER BARNES:  Okay.  So I think19

you said this, but just for clarification.  In the20

long term, you intend to essentially drain this,21

in so-called decommissioning?22

MR. JARRELL:  I guess our view23

is -- my current estimation will be some hybrid24

solution.  There will be some excavation of the25
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most contaminated sediments.  There will probably1

as well be perhaps some blanketing effect.  In2

other words, to sort of bury some of the lightly3

contaminated material.  As well some revegetation.4

I also expect we will probably5

remove that sediment dam to bring the water level6

back to its natural level, yes.7

MEMBER BARNES:  Okay.8

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Ms MacLachlan.9

MS MacLACHLAN:  I have a question10

for staff for the presentation made by Barclay11

Howden, the speaker's notes for submission 01-H20.12

On page 2 of Slide 6, referring to13

the Eagle Point Mine, you state:  "High doses will14

require the implementation of protective actions". 15

What are those protected actions?16

--- Pause17

MR. PEREIRA:  We didn't quite hear18

all of that.19

THE CHAIRPERSON:  If we could ask20

the staff if they could find those notes.21

--- Pause22

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Have you found23

those notes?24

MR. PEREIRA:  Yes.25
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THE CHAIRPERSON:  Ms MacLachlan if1

you could continue with your question.2

MS MacLACHLAN:  Page 2 at the very3

bottom:  "High doses will require the4

implementation of protective actions".  I was5

curious to know what those protected actions would6

be.7

MR. PEREIRA:  Oh, yes.  We did8

discuss this matter at the last hearing.  This is9

Ken Pereira.10

Many years ago a similar type of11

mining operation was undertaken at the Cluff Lake12

Mine.  At that time the licensee in that case13

simply mettled a number of protective measures14

which were assessed and evaluated by CNSC staff.15

So we have some experience in a16

similar type of mining operations.  So as we17

approach the project in the Eagle Point Mine, we18

are moving forward again with the background19

experience, both the industry and ourselves, of20

similar mining.21

Now, I will ask Mr. McCabe to22

elaborate on what our experience was at the Cluff23

Lake Mine and what our strategy is for the Eagle24

Point Mine.  Our strategy involves increased25
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inspections by CNSC staff of the activities that1

the licensee is undertaking.2

So I will turn it over to3

Mr. McCabe to elaborate.4

MR. McCABE:  Thanks, Ken.  Rick5

McCabe speaking.6

Yes, we had experience with mining7

within the orebody at the Cluff Lake operation. 8

As we were mining within the orebody, the exposure9

to the workers were somewhere at the high end,10

about 32 millisieverts per year.11

Naturally, CNSC staff at the time12

found that to be unacceptable and with the company13

got efforts implemented to improve the mining14

methods and includes such things as, I guess,15

simply some of the things would be like16

communicating to the workers and telling them17

identifying warm spots in the stope where gamma18

dose rates would be high, advising them not to19

spend time there, shotcreting, introduction of new20

equipment, different type of equipment that21

provided shielding for the workers as they were22

there.23

Through all of these efforts and24

the training and the implementation of this entire25
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program over a period of time, the upper doses for1

the workers, the maximum for the workers in the2

Cluff Operation were somewhere around 16-173

millisieverts.  So there was substantive reduction4

in the upper level doses and, therefore, you would5

get a reduction in the average dose and the 6

collective dose for the mining of that operation.7

When we looked at the Rabbit Lake8

Operation, we also called upon that experience and9

tried to utilize what we have learned from there. 10

We were always concerned, in fact, we even made a11

statement in front of the Commission at that time12

that the mining of ore above about 0.7 per cent13

uranium probably couldn't be done by an entry14

method by the workers in there.15

Having gone through this process16

with Cluff Lake and determined what they could do,17

we gained a lot of confidence that the Rabbit Lake18

Operation could do something similar.  So we are19

fairly confident that those doses can be20

maintained as projected, and as Mr. Pereira has21

indicated, we plan to spend a little bit of extra22

time there during the initial implementation of23

this process to make sure that the lessons learned24

from the other operation are implemented here and25
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that their own process is progressing.1

With all mining, improvements are2

constantly happening to make things better either3

from the efficiency point of view or from the4

radiation protection point of view.  So it is an5

incremental process and we want to be part of that6

process.7

MEMBER MacLACHLAN:  Okay.  Thank8

you very much.9

I do appreciate that background,10

especially in the context of the number of11

applications that we have before us today.12

Also in this presentation there is13

a fair bit of information about the Environmental14

Protection Program, and in particular the15

Environmental Effects Monitoring Program.  I was16

wanting to have a little bit more background17

information on that program in terms of what it18

entailed, who is responsible for implementing that19

program, for gathering the data, analysing the20

data and to whom are the results of the effects21

monitoring reported.22

MR. PEREIRA:  I will pass the23

question on to Dr. Patsy Thompson.24

DR. THOMPSON:  Good morning.  My25
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name is Patsy Thompson.  I'm Head of the1

Environmental Protection Section of the CNSC.2

The Environmental Effects3

Monitoring Programs are a new requirement under4

CNSC licences and essentially they have been5

developed from experience gained with the working6

groups in place for the revisions of the metal7

mining effluent regulations, as well as some of8

the commitments that were made by Cameco and9

COGEMA at the time of the Environmental Impact10

Statements.11

Under our new act and regulations12

we are using -- we are requiring Environmental13

Effects Monitoring Programs to ensure that we have14

effects data that can be linked to a risk15

management framework to ensure that controls are16

in place to the extent reasonable and that the17

environmental effects are kept at levels that18

would be acceptable.19

Essentially the programs are20

designed to measure benthic invertebrate community21

structure.  There are measurements on small fish22

populations.  There is water quality, sediment23

quality.  There is a variety of measurements that24

taken together will give information on the level25
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of environmental effects as well as if we do see1

environmental effects occurring, then the2

chemistry information can be used to determine3

which contaminant or contaminants may be4

responsible for those effects.  With this5

information then, the process can be looked at and6

mitigation such as reduction and emissions can be7

applied to correct the situation.8

The programs are under the9

responsibility of the licensee.  The licensee10

conducts all the measurements.  CNSC staff have11

reviewed or have been reviewing program12

submissions by licensee to make sure that they are13

acceptable to meet the needs of our regulations as14

well as to ensure that the data is available if15

action needs to be taken.  So once the data is16

available, CNSC does review the reports that are17

submitted by Cameco and other licensees.18

MEMBER MacLACHLAN:  Thank you.19

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Mr. Graham.20

MEMBER GRAHAM:  Yes.  At the first21

day's hearing I had been asking some questions22

with regard to emergency preparedness on site and23

off site and I think Mr. Pereira did answer that24

they do have good emergency preparedness programs25
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for activities on site but it's the off site1

aspects that are not covered.  I think he went on2

to mention that.  So we want them to formalize3

essentially the ad hoc arrangements that are in4

place.5

My question, I guess, would be to6

officials of the company is have you now7

formalized your emergency preparedness programs8

for off site.9

MR. JARRELL:  Mr. Graham, we have10

a transportation emergency response plan.  I would11

say that it is primarily centred probably on the12

southern parts of Canada and into the United13

States.  That is primary focus.  This is an14

emergency response plan which has been submitted15

to Transport Canada and accepted by Transport16

Canada.  So we have essentially the framework of17

an emergency response plan which describes how we18

would deal with a spill of radioactive material19

sort of pretty well anywhere in North America.20

When you get up closer to the mine21

sites, of course, it's a more remote area and I22

think the expectation if you get close to a mine23

site is that the response would essentially come24

from the mine site proper.  Obviously, it would25
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evoke the same system but probably the people who1

could get to any sort of a spill site would2

probably be the people at site as well.3

Essentially I would submit that4

sort of the response requirements which we have5

trained people to at the sites essentially would6

cover off site as well.  For example, one of the7

issues came up during the McArthur River licensing8

was the issue of container recovery of one of the9

ore slurry containers.  For that we basically10

developed an emergency response plan specifically11

for that road.  We ended up with a large sort of a12

tow truck, if you will, in order to hoist one of13

these containers out of the water in the unlikely14

event that this should happen.15

So I think sort of in summary,16

sort of close to the mine sites the response would17

occur from the mine site proper, the emergency18

response crews at the sites themselves.  If you19

get sort of farther away from the mine sites, the20

action occurs out of the corporate office.  We21

have, obviously we are staffed up so that we could22

provide people to go to an accident site, and we23

have done that in the past, to make sure that the24

monitoring is done to provide whatever help we can25
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to local authorities.1

So I think we basically have a2

transportation -- a fairly integrated3

transportation system.  We have made arrangements4

with the contractor.  I think it's a fairly5

comprehensive plan.6

MEMBER GRAHAM:  A question then to7

Mr. Pereira.  I guess my question would be is has8

it gone from an ad hoc -- the off site emergency9

preparedness gone from an ad hoc stage to one that10

you are comfortable with now?11

MR. PEREIRA:  Ken Pereira12

speaking.13

We have not had the chance to14

review all of the changes.  I will ask Mr. Barclay15

Howden to elaborate on where we are at in terms of16

reviewing what is being proposed for off site17

activity.18

MR. HOWDEN:  Barclay Howden19

speaking.20

My understanding is when we21

reviewed their plan, we found the deficiencies22

with the formal links to the off site authorities. 23

I have been informed that we have not received24

formally the revised plan as yet.  So we haven't25
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had an opportunity to determine whether it is in,1

in fact, acceptable.  Although, as Mr. Jarrell2

says, there are many measures still in place from3

a practical standpoint.  But no we haven't4

formally reviewed or accepted the plan.5

MEMBER GRAHAM:  Another question6

on another matter and another subject.7

When you had the slides up a while8

ago with regard to the Link Lake system and so on,9

is there aquatic life, fish, in that Link Lake10

streams that flow between Rabbit Lake down to the11

Link Lake?  There are fish there.  If there are,12

then I guess my question would be to Dr. Thompson13

would be, are they monitored on a regular basis?14

DR. THOMPSON:  Up until recently15

there was no formal requirement for Cameco to16

monitor on a regular basis conditions in Upper and17

Lower Link Lake.  Cameco did hire a consultant who18

conducted two studies in the Link Lake systems. 19

One dealing with water chemistry and the status of20

fish populations and the second study dealing with21

sediment contamination and potential effects of22

those contaminant sediments on benthic23

invertebrates.24

Those two reports were submitted25
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to CNSC staff in the spring.  We have reviewed1

them.  The results indicate that the sediment in2

Upper Link Lake is sufficiently contaminated to be3

having effects on benthic invertebrates.  There is4

also some indication of minor effects on benthic5

invertebrate communities in Lower Link Lake.6

For the fish populations, the7

picture is a little bit more complicated because8

the water concentrations are high enough in9

uranium to have potential effects on fish health. 10

However, there are factors which cause the water11

in the winter to become low in oxygen12

concentrations, which results in fish kills.  The13

fact that there is a lot of vegetation in the Link14

Lake systems adds to that problem.15

So it seems that the impacts on16

the fish populations are more from a depletion of17

oxygen during certain periods of the year than18

from the chemicals per se.  But the chemicals,19

some contaminants are high enough to have a20

potential to cause environmental effects on fish21

populations and they are having effects on benthic22

invertebrate populations.23

MEMBER GRAHAM:  So if I understand24

what you are saying that both cause death, but the25
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biggest cause -- both cause mortality, but the1

biggest cause of mortality is probably nature and2

the lack of oxygen in the wintertime.3

But there is, I guess, my question4

would be in Upper Link Lake you said the sediment5

is contaminated.  Is that contamination6

increasing?  I mean is the level increasing or is7

it remaining relatively static as to what it has8

been over the years?9

DR. THOMPSON:  The information10

that Cameco showed at the beginning of this11

hearing indicates that when the inflow of water12

from the ditches was stopped, that the13

concentrations in the water have come down.  So14

the situation is not getting worse.  It has15

improved and in the long run I don't know how the16

trend will be but it certainly has been a17

significant reduction in water concentrations18

since 1997.19

THE CHAIRPERSON:  I think it's20

appropriate perhaps that we ask the applicant to21

speak to this I think rather than put CNSC staff22

in the position of quoting.23

MEMBER GRAHAM:  I'm sorry.24

THE CHAIRPERSON:  So perhaps25
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Cameco would like to comment.1

MR. WITTRUP:  Mark Wittrup,2

Director of Environment for Cameco.3

Dr. Thompson is correct.  The4

loadings have gone down considerably as has the5

water volume going into the Link Lake system.  I6

thought with respect to Mr. Graham's question that7

a quote from the Executive Summary of the study on8

the fishes might be appropriate at this time to9

clarify the issue.  The quote is:10

"While it was clear that the11

contaminants were12

bio-accumulating in the fish,13

there was no evidence that14

this had led to gross health15

effects." (As read)16

And as an aside, this is in Lower Link Lake.17

"There was an abundant white18

sucker population in Lower19

Link Lake with a high20

condition factor ..." (As21

read)22

Which indicates that they are healthy and in good23

shape.24

"... which despite elevated25
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tissue contaminant showed no1

evidence of lesions, tumours,2

discolourations or other3

forms of abnormalities. 4

Concerns related to the lack5

of fish in Upper Link Lake6

and the restricted sized7

classes in Lower Link Lake8

were likely related to winter9

oxygen stress rather than10

contaminant load.  The fish11

population in Upper Link Lake12

was too limited to make any13

basic assessment on fish14

health.  As previously15

discussed, it seems likely16

that periodic winter kill is17

common in this lake." (As18

read)19

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Just to ensure20

the accuracy of our records, that is a quote from21

the Executive Summary of what report to make sure22

my records are correct.23

MR. WITTRUP:  It's from a report24

by CanNorth and signees submitted in January 200125
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and it resides within the Rabbit Lake State of the1

Environment Report, Assessment Period 1995 to2

1999, Final Report.3

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Is there any4

further comments from CNSC staff?5

DR. THOMPSON:  Just to conclude on6

one of the issues that Mr. Graham had raised was7

whether there was monitoring going on now.  In the8

past there was no formal requirement for9

monitoring.  We have since required that an10

environmental effects monitoring station be added11

to Lower Link Lake to ensure that the situation12

can be tracked and action can be taken if there is13

a sign that the situation would be deteriorating.14

15

01-H20.216

Written submission from Maisie Shiell17

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Further18

questions?19

Thank you very much.20

I would like then to move to the21

written submission by Ms Shiell as outlined in CMD22

Document 01-H20.2.  Are there any comments or23

questions which arise from this submission from24

the Commission's Members?25
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Dr. Giroux.1

MEMBER GIROUX:  This is a question2

I have asked in the past concerning Mrs. Shiell's3

presentations to us and she does state in this4

brief that she realizes that CNSC staff doesn't5

share her alarms as she states them.  But I would6

again like to ask staff to indicate whether there7

is anything in her presentation that changes your8

judgment and your recommendation?9

MR. PEREIRA:  Again, we will ask10

Dr. Thompson to respond.11

DR. THOMPSON:  The environmental12

monitoring data that is available for the site13

indicates, for example, in the study we have just14

referred to, there are effects in the sediment in15

the Link Lake systems.  Those effects are limited16

in terms of spatial extent.  In the site of the17

drainage that receives treated effluent there are18

also signs of environmental effects also on a19

limited spatial scale.20

The information that Ms Shiell21

brings forward in her intervention does not add22

information that would indicate that, for example,23

radionuclides are more of an impact than what we24

would have expected.  The expectation is that the25
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impacts in both systems are a combination of1

contaminants, not necessarily just the2

alpha-emitting contaminants.  As we have seen that3

in the Link Lakes there are is also a question of4

oxygen depletion.  So there is nothing in5

Ms Shiell's intervention that would change our6

conclusions.7

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Further8

questions with regards to this written submission?9

Dr. Barnes.10

MEMBER BARNES:  I may be just11

slightly confused.  In a couple of places in12

Ms Shiell's report, say on page 2, she said13

although no field tests have been conducted, and14

on page 4:15

"Unless there is a plan of16

action to study the radiation17

of the biota and the18

biological effects from this19

in the Link Lakes, that would20

to start in the near future21

..."22

et cetera.  Is she unaware apparently of the23

biological testing that you referred to,24

Dr. Thompson, and can you remind us when that25
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testing started?1

DR. THOMPSON:  My understanding is2

that Mrs. Shiell is aware of the studies that have3

gone on and that will be going on.  She is4

probably one of the persons who have most5

extensively read the documents produced by CNSC6

staff and the licensees.7

I think her concern resides with8

the fact that she believes that the biological9

information we have from the sites as well as the10

chemical information is not adequate to indicate11

long term effects of radionuclides.12

I have spent time speaking with13

her.  We have also responded to many letters14

explaining how radionuclides effect biological15

systems and the fact that if alpha emitters were16

having effects, they would be picked up if they17

resulted in significant effects on the organisms. 18

It doesn't seem to make a difference in her19

opinion though.20

MEMBER BARNES:  Okay.  Secondly,21

in the comment you just made to, I think,22

Dr. Giroux, you mentioned that the tests were23

spatially limited.  Are we assured that the nature24

of this testing that is being conducted is in a25
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sense statistically appropriate?1

DR. THOMPSON:  In the past for the2

Rabbit Lake Mine there were studies that were3

reported in the Status of the Environment Reports,4

which are essentially given to regulatory agencies5

on a five year basis.6

In addition to this, for this7

licence renewal, we have required that Cameco put8

in place an Environmental Effects Monitoring9

Program within their Environmental Monitoring10

Program.  So this will extend the amount of11

information that is available in the future to12

make risk management decisions.13

However, the information we do14

have from the Status of the Environment Report as15

well as from the regular Environmental Monitoring16

Program data indicates that the spatial scale is17

limited and that Wollaston Lake is not being18

effected.  So there are effects in the near-field19

where effluent is being released.20

21

01-H20.322

Written Submission from W.R. Adamson23

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Further24

questions?25
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Thank you very much.1

We will now then move to the2

written submission by Mr. Adamson as noted in CMD3

Document 01-H20.3.  The floor is now open for4

questions from the Commission Members with regards5

to this written submission.6

I don't see any indication by the7

Commission Members of questions therefore there8

will be no questions on this written submission.9

Before closing I would just like10

to as the Commission Members if there are any11

further questions that they have with regards to12

the documents received on either Day One or Day13

Two of this application?14

Ms MacLachlan.15

MEMBER MacLACHLAN:  Just a point16

of clarification, Dr. Thompson.17

You mentioned a couple of times in18

your responses that there was no -- there had been19

no monitoring carried on.  Are you talking about20

compliance monitoring or effects monitoring?21

DR. THOMPSON:  There have been22

extensive environmental monitoring conducted at23

the site.  The licensee has a network of water and24

sediment quality stations where this is, for25
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example, water quality is monitored regularly and1

sediment on a less frequent basis.  In addition to2

that for the Status of the Environment Reports,3

there is more extensive studies conducted and4

reported on a five-year basis.5

What is different with this6

licence application is that we have a formal7

requirement for environmental effects monitoring. 8

But this is in addition to the compliance9

environmental monitoring that has been conducted10

for years.11

MEMBER MacLACHLAN:  Thank you for12

that clarification.13

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Would the14

applicant wish to make a comment on that?15

MR. WITTRUP:  I'm Mark Wittrup.16

Not much to add to that.  I mean17

Dr. Thompson has covered it off well.  But to18

point out that we monitor on a regular basis to19

the end of the impact zone at a point where there20

is no detectable impact.  What is different about21

the environmental effects monitoring is it's22

formalizing a lot of the ad hoc work that was done23

in the past.  Where a concern was noted, studies24

were often done to address that concern.25
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The EEM studies formalize that on1

a regular three-year basis for the benthic2

studies, the small-bodied fish.  The small-bodied3

fish are being used as an analog for fish health4

in general in order to limit the effects on the5

larger fish population, the large-bodied fish and 6

through that be able to monitor the system health7

in the Link Lake system and in the Horseshoe Creek8

more effectively.9

I just point out that most of the10

EEM work, other than the routine water quality11

monitoring and some of the sediment work is done12

by consultants who would be hired to do that for13

that particular expertise in looking at fish or14

benthic invertebrates and they generate the report15

themselves.  That is all.16

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you very17

much.18

This completes the record for the19

public hearing in the matter of the application by20

Cameco Corporation for a licence to operate the21

Rabbit Lake Operation.  The Commission will22

deliberate and will publish its decision in due23

course.  The decision will posted on the CNSC web24

site as well as distributed to participants.25
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